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Hello & Welcome!

the difference between wounded and divine energies
What shadow and light work is exactly
And the true secret behind energetic mastery

I’m so glad to welcome you to my little corner of the Universe!
 

Within the space I create, we do things differently.We don’t
sugarcoat or BS

 
.We hold space and guide without telling you how/what/when to do

things.
 

We break you out of the box you’ve been fit into so you can live in
alignment with your highest vibration and honor your unique

energetic blueprint.
 

Here at Raise Your Vibes, we practice embodied balance.Balance of
divine feminine and masculine energies + a balance of shadow and

light.
 

Within this delicate balance, you begin to flow in co-creation with
the Universe.

 
You exist as your truest expression and your aura becomes radiant

and magnetic, allowing you to manifest almost like magic.
 

Within this guidebook, I summarize:
 

 
May this book open doorways to innate wisdom and love that has

been waiting for you all along.
 
 

Namaste, Zalyssa



What Is Shadow Work?

Shadow work is something that is often feared and swept under the rug in the spiritual
community.
 
Why?
 
Because it asks you to sit face to face with your fears, limiting beliefs, insecurities, and
repressed memories.
 
You can look at your shadows as the scared, hurt, traumatized parts of your inner child
who have been ignored for far too long, and now come up in “low vibe” ways.
Just as a child who is ignored will begin to act out for attention and love, so will your
shadows.
 
Repressed shadows will often show up as depression, anxiety, PTSD, outbursts of anger
or sadness, lack of empathy, and overall disengagement from daily activities.
 
So when you sit with your shadows, talk to them, and lovingly give them your attention
and compassion...you see that there is in fact nothing to fear.
Your shadows that you once feared are turned into love and understanding.
 
When you release the fear that your shadows hold over you, you begin releasing the
blockages, karma, ancestral and generational trauma from your body and aura.
Within this newfound space and clarity, you are able to re-awaken your innate gifts
you came into the world with and remember your soul’s mission in this lifetime.
 
Shadow work is a return home to yourself, while embracing and loving yourself
fully from the inside out.  It’s the deepest form of self love, and the most
important work you’ll do for yourself.

 
 

Shadow work can include:
 

-inner child healing
-past life regression
-ancestral healing

-releasing generational patterns
-removing energetic blockages and cords to people/places/things/memories

-voiding soul contracts
& more.



What Is Light Work?
Light Work is the more well known side of spirituality.
 
While many lightworkers you find on social media share images with glitter, rainbows,
unicorns, angels, fairies, and speak of “only positive vibes” and the ascension of humanity
into the 5D creating a new earth…It’s so much more than that.  
 
These are lightworkers that are often very unbalanced and have swept their shadow
work under the rug as a form of spiritually bypassing the inner work they need to
do.
 
Real light work is what comes after you’ve worked through your shadows, like the light at
the end of the tunnel.  Or the light a seedling emerges into after first rooting and
growing in faith through the dark soil.  
 
Real light work is where you take the wisdom and love learned in your shadows and
become an active co-creator of your life with the Universe.  You are tapped into
your divinity, flowing with surrender and trust.  You're grounded and rooted with the
Earth and feel the interconnectdness to all around you.  You are truly at one with all and
realize the infinite potential swirling within you.  Things flow to you with ease and you
become a “master manifestor” in your life.  
 
This is where you bring your gifts to life, actively embody your truth, and your
highest vibrational frequency.
 
When you’ve learned to incorporate and balance both shadow and light work, you
become finely tuned to your energy.  In this deep self awareness, you flow with your ups
and downs and have the tools to handle anything that comes your way.  It’s true
energetic mastery to walk the path of balanced energies.

 
 
 

Light Work can include:
 

-Channeling divine messages
-inner child connection
-manifestation rituals

-Akashic Records reading
-Connecting/Trusting Intuition

-Quantum Jumping
& more...



Divine vs. Wounded Energies

“Divine Feminine” is becoming quite the buzzword nowadays, and for good reason!
 

With the Collective currently moving into the Age of Aquarius, we are moving out of
Patriarchal and archaic rule/ideologies and into the Divine Feminine.  This is an energy of

nurturance.  Guidance.  Love.  Understanding and acceptance.  Allowance.  Ease and
flow.  However, as we shift into this new age, it’s important to know the difference

between WOUNDED and DIVINE energies and what you’re currently operating from (self
awareness is the first step towards growth).

 
It’s also important to note that ALL beings are made of feminine AND masculine

energy.  Suppressing either energy causes an imbalance that is noticeable in your daily
life.  For true balance and energetic mastery, one must reside and flow within BOTH

divine energies.  It’s truly the key to success.
 

Check the next page to see if you’re in wounded energy or divine energy, as well as if
you’re balanced between both or unbalanced.  Journal it out and write down the

steps you can take to bring yourself back into alignment!
 
 
 

IMPORTANT NOTE:
If you do happen to find you operate from a “wounded energy”, reflect on your

relationship to the energy in question is in your daily life.
 

For example:  If you operate from a wounded masculine energy, how is your relationship
with men?  Think partners, brothers, father, etc.  Do you reject authority and male

influence because of your relationship with those around you?
 

Same goes for wounded feminine energy:  How is your relationship with women? 
Including partners, sisters, mother, etc.  Have you lacked the nurturance and love you’ve

needed, therefore not giving to yourself or others?



Divine vs. Wounded Energies

Wounded Divine

MASCULINE ENERGY

-Tries to do “all the things” 
-Takes action without a plan
-Experiences burnout and fatigue
easily
-Very ego driven
-Operates from a place of
lack/scarcity (“there’s not enough
____”)
-Hustle over flow
-Either very disorganized or too rigid
in your schedule

-Has goals with ideas of exactly how
to achieve them
-Takes aligned action daily, showing
up fully
-Leads from soul
-Knows that there is ALWAYS
enough available and waiting for
you
-Flows with life and is able to adjust
accordingly
-Organized in your day to day,
getting your tasks done with ease
and happiness

Wounded Divine
-Has a ton of ideas but never acts
on them
-Starts many projects but doesn’t
see them through
-Often daydreaming and imagining
without putting anything into
motion
-Allows fear to hold you back from
“going for it”
-Meditates and does spiritual work
but doesn’t apply the wisdom into
your daily life (not embodied in your
truth)

-Takes your ideas from paper into
creation in your waking life
-Only starts projects you feel aligned
with and finishes them.
-Journals day dreams/ideas to
reflect on and see what you’re in
alignment with
-Turns fear into excitement and
“goes for it”
-Takes the wisdom obtained during
spiritual work and embodies it each
and every day

FEMININE ENERGY



The secret to energetic mastery is actually quite simple,  it’s the implementation and
daily effort that makes it difficult.

 

Intention + Aligned Action = MAGIC
 

THAT’S IT.
 

Let me break it down for you:
 

Intention can be looked at as your divine feminine energy.  These are your ideas,
thoughts, and feelings.  Your dreams and the life you want to live, the way you want to
show up, and the things you want to accomplish.  #Goals
Aligned Action is your divine masculine energy.  This is HOW you are going to show
up and make shit happen for yourself!  The action plans you’re going to take and how
you’re going to implement your ideas/energy into your everyday life.  This is where you
bring your dreams into reality through the actual art of creation which is: MAGIC.
 
When you live your life intentionally in this way, and everything is done fully and with
purpose, you start to see life happen FOR you.  
 
Everything starts to connect.  You manifest at the snap of a finger.  
 
You vibe high, and the Universe matches your energy.  
 
You open yourself up to abundance, love, receiving, peace, and happiness.You embody
your truest, fullest energetic frequency each day, acting as a magnet for opportunities. 
In this authentic state, you truly become a co-creator alongside the Universe of the life
you want to live.

 
 
 

When you master your energy, you master your life!

The Secret to 
Energetic Mastery



Connect & Vibe
As a spiritual healer and embodiment mentor, I guide visionary women through their
shadows and into their light.  After working with me, 95% of women either begin

their own business or start seeing huge results within their already existing
business.  While I’m not a business coach, I believe fully that this is due to the nature of
my programs and showing women how to show up empowered and ready to fulfill

their life’s purpose!
 
 

I teach them the tools for self healing, inner awareness, connection to intuition, and true
energetic mastery.  The programs and guidance I offer can be seen as a “loving return

home” to yourself in an authentic way that is unique to who you are!
 
 
 

You can vibe with me on IG!  This is where I hang out the most and share lots of
behind the scenes updates and “social media specials” in my stories.  Follow me at

instagram.com/namastezalyssa
 
 
 

To connect deeper, feel free to join my private Facebook group: The Divine and
Aligned Sisterhood.  I share here daily, plus host weekly live videos and meditations. 
Think of this as your own personal sacred space to heal, reach out, and connect with

other like minded ladies!You can join for free at
facebook.com/groups/divineandaligned

 
 
 

You can learn more about classes, group programs, and 1:1 mentorship I offer
through my website raiseyourvibesco.com

 
 
 

Thank you for vibing with me, I look forward to vibing with you along your journey!
 
 

With Love & Gratitude,
 

Zalyssa


